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thank you for your testimony. you certainly have an interest in this topic.
i want to ask you a question that i was asked last year. i am also a crack

addict. i want to know if the hard crack stage will work for me. i have
tried that and it does not work for me. i am also interested in your

method for making your gum base. i want to know how to make that
base and if it is easy to do. thank you so much for your testimonial. i

have been using your crack fix for over a year and it has helped me to
heal and eliminate crack addiction. i can feel the crack healing and it is

amazing. i want to know if you have any idea when the crack healing will
be completed. also, i want to know how you are using the crack fix. hi
michael, i was wondering if you could please tell me how i can get my

crack addiction to heal. i have tried the crack fix, and it has worked
miracles for me, but i do not know when my crack addiction will be over.
it is getting worse, i am having more and more trouble with this. i have

been in crack addiction for over 20 years. what can i do to help this
situation. can you please tell me. i would love to know. i want to ask you
a question i was asked last year. i am also a crack addict. i want to know
if the hard crack stage will work for me. i have tried that and it does not
work for me. i am also interested in your method for making your gum

base. i want to know how to make that base and if it is easy to do. hi, my
name is melissa. i have been addicted to crack for 4 years. i have been
using your crack fix and i am so happy to say that it is working. i am so
excited to say that this year i have been able to stop using crack and i

am in the process of healing. i am so excited that i found your site. i want
to thank you for all your help. the crack fix has truly helped me to heal.
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hello, i've tried to
find something that
would be similar to a

hard crack and i
couldn't really find
one. i also wanted

something that
would have a

texture similar to a
hard crack. i tried

melting down a bag
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of regular oatmeal,
pouring it in a mold
and letting it cool.
the product was

really soft so i then
tried mixing it with
some corn syrup.

however, i didn't like
the texture of the

oatmeal, so i tried to
add honey to the

mixture. it was a bit
too sweet, so i
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mixed in some
maple syrup. i then
poured it in a mold

and let it harden. the
result was not hard
enough, so i used

half corn syrup and
half honey. then i

poured the mixture
into a mold and put
it in the freezer for
about half an hour.
the result was too
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hard. is there a way
to make a hard

candy that tastes
like a hard crack?

how do i get all the
ingredients to my

house without
breaking it all i'm so

excited to make
hard candy i love it
when i come home
from work and see

the grocery bags on
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the porch. my mom
is a great cook and
when i got older i

was taught
everything i know

about cooking.
cooking seems like a

science to me
because i love to

experiment. i would
love to be able to
make caramel and

hard candy for gifts.
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it's always been a
dream of mine. with
the holidays coming
up i want to make
some good looking

gifts for my
boyfriend and family
members. i love to

experiment with my
food but i don't know

where to start. i
would love to be
able to go to the
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grocery store and
buy all the

ingredients for hard
candy and caramel. i

would love to be
able to experiment

more with hard
candy and caramel. i
do have experience
with cooking i have
been doing this for
three years. when i
am on holiday my
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mom makes great
gifts and she always

gives me a recipe
book full of her

favorite recipes to
keep them. i want to
make the best gifts
ever for my family. i
would love to make

hard candy and
caramel gifts. i

would love to learn
how to make hard
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candy and caramel.
my mom has always

taught me
everything i know
about cooking. i
would love to be

able to experiment
more with recipes. i

would love to be
able to make my

own hard candy and
caramel. i would

love to make gifts
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for my boyfriend and
family members. i

would love to make
my own hard candy
and caramel gifts for

my boyfriend and
family members.
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